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6,000yen
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English  ▼

This machine translation is meant for reference only. In case of any discrepancies, the Japanese text is always the final authority.

Description of item

Product Information

Product name Era Oribe barbarian missionaries candlestick iron 釉印 Hanakushi 掻目 statement with box

Size

　· Height 26Cm  

　-dish section width 6.3cm

※ there might be a slight error in size occurs. Please reference as a guide.

State

Oribe is a barbarian people of the candlestick.  

Midori釉, has been multiplied by Tetsu釉rather than Oribe glaze, it has been decorated with Shirushihana and掻櫛Meb

un on the back.  

Appearance is also not just a barbarian people, will be the Christian missionaries were hung a cross on his neck.  

It is with a box.  

Are You a state, but others, such as the loss of a drawer of dirt and embers input of wax, Niu in the vicinity of the righ

t arm, Hotsu to the dish, Niu, please note that you can see the evidence, such as repair of cracks.  

I wish please thank your.

※ postscript various Note: Because there is a crack, etc. can be confirmed with a photograph without the described, pleas

e confirm by all means.

Notes

* Because it contains many consignment goods With regard to the exhibition goods, there regard we have been exhibit

ed Word Street sponsor.  

　Since the rare cases the difference in such as described to have age and state and judgment I think that there may

occur,  

　bid to see the image well, thank you everyone for your judgment.  

 

* When you are far too far and hope the price of the consignor are subject to the cancellation of the auction. Please u

nderstand in advance.  

 

* For the cancellation, the returned goods of the successful bidder's convenience we are in principle refuse.  

　In addition, we will contact us of your return will be made within one week. Return of the With regard to more than a

week of the goods after dealings can not accepted.  

 

* Only those who take the connection within three days after a successful bid asks you for a bid.  

 

* For those 5 days not take contact us automatically migrated towards the runner-up, or we will take the treatment of

bid cancellation.  

　In that case, please understand that it will automatically be "very bad" evaluation is attached it than Yahoo.  

 

* With regard to image, real and color, etc. by the PC environment, it might be slightly different, please understand in

advance.  

 

* Click on the URL listed in the notification that reaches from Yahoo! Auctions at the time of a successful bid (succes

sful bid notification), to display the product page.  

　To the order form described, it will send note on described the necessary information such as your name, address. 

 

We will be glad to everyone, so as to be no regrets auction, we also We would like to the utmost of effort and further g

rowth.  

So we have to introduce a lot of nice products elsewhere, please To you slowly see as long as allowed by your time.

※ flow of dealings after a successful bid ※

* For us Store exhibitor, "a business navigator" for general exhibitor does not have.  

　After a successful bid Please read the notes in the order form,  

　please send on your input the required information.  

 

* Order form after sending, from Yahoo  

　" as wait for the report from the exhibitor because shipping has not been determine

d ,"  

　but you will receive the contents of e-mail, if it is described shipping in the successful bid scre

en
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See more de

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY

Seller will ship the item to JAUCE warehouses and JAUCE will ship to the buyer internationally.

INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY FEE ESTIMATION

Destination:

Estimated weight:  gram

Get "Estimated" Rates

-Select a country-

See more de

SERVICE FEE ESTIMATION

Estimated closing price:  JPY

SUBMIT

Please note the flow of dealings a

fter a successful bid

en  

　postage is determined since I have, please proceed to the payment as it is.  

　Because when the carriage is not listed we will shipping to guide you in the next day,  

　please wait for the report from this store.  

 

* From this store  

　samurai777ki@yahoo.co.jp 

　the highest bidder from the mail address of the e-mail address that is registered to Yahoo  

　because I will contact you, thank you to confirm your registered address in advance.  

 

* Order form contact us after your sent to the above e-mail address is basically,  

　to the mail address described in connection bulletin board and this store information If you hav

e any deficiencies such as an error  

　thank you. 

 

The question to an exhibitor
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